
Orientation bootcamp - lead your way in the web!

Curriculum Presentation

November 9th– December 18th, 2020



Whom is it for?

- Young adults, 18-29 year old

- Living in Luxembourg

- Currently not in employment, training nor education

- No status limitation

- No academic pre-requisite

- Passion for the web, and eagerness to learn about the related jobs

- Motivation to move on and build your own path towards such jobs



What do you get?

- Upgrade of your computer skills

- Hands-on, practical, technical training : designing, developing and marketing a 
website

- Getting a clear understanding of 4 key jobs related to the web: 

Web designer, Web Developer, Webmaster, Community Manager

- Coaching to assist you in understanding your potential and identifying how to build 
the key competencies to get one of these jobs

- An action plan to build such competencies and get closer the employment market



How does it work?

- It is online

- 2 days (Monday & Tuesday) of technical training, with ½ day of support. In 
designing, coding and marketing a website, you’ll understand the potential interest 
for you of some key roles

- 1 day (Friday) of employability coaching, to work on your job aspirations, build your 
professional plan, get better aware of your potential, and understand how to build 
the competencies you may miss.

- At the end, you have a website that you have built (!), and an action plan to find the 
training, education, internship, apprenticeship which are relevant to get the job you 
understand and you want



Who is behind this program?

- This program is part of Inco Academy training programs that provide the
knowledge, skills and habits necessary to secure in-demand, high-opportunity jobs
in the changing economy

Inco Academy provides equitable access to a portfolio of programs around the
world

- The program is also supported by JP Morgan Chase Foundation, a leading
financial institution, as part of their responsibility and sustainability program

- It has been designed and is executed by NumericALL, established in Luxembourg
since 2015, a vocational training company committed to develop digital
competencies that companies and countries need, thus providing social inclusion
opportunities

- NumericALL was recognized by European Commission, winning the « Digital Skills
for the Labour Force Award » in 2017



What does it take to participate?

- Program is free

- It requires strong interest in the web, motivation to upgrade one’s skills and learn 
more about some key jobs related to the web

- Good level in English

- Basic computer skills

- Positive environment (space, noise) to work and focus on online training for 6 
consecutive weeks

- Access to a computer with a good internet link (smartphones won’t work)

- You will be asked to test the capabilities of your computer ahead of your
registration



What are the next steps?

- Think about the relevance of the program for you, given your job aspirations, 
irrespective of your current status

- Think about your ability to participate in conditions that will make the program 
beneficial for you (if your internet connection is too slow, if you cannot free up enough 
time, you’ll just get frustrated, with no real value, given the time spent on the program)

- Apply online before Nov,4

- You will receive a confirmation by November 6, latest

- Bootcamp starts on November 9th at 9.00 am on Zoom



Orientation bootcamp for jobs in the web!

November 9th– December 18th, 2020

Application form : example of web.basemark assesment (it is automated, no skills
required) – please add this result to your application form



Orientation bootcamp for jobs in the web!

November 9th– December 18th, 2020

Application form : join test of your internet connexion speed with fast.com


